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Abstract. Disaster management using mobile telecommunication networks
provides a new and attractive possibility to save human lives in emergencies.
With this contribution, we present a possible disaster management system based
on mobile telecommunication. In order to use such a system in the real world,
security requirements such as availability, accountability, integrity and
confidentiality have to be ensured by the disaster management system (DMS).
We summarize these requirements and propose ways of addressing them with a
multilateral secure approach. Using electronic signatures based on SIM-cards,
we assure integrity, accountability and confidentiality of the notification
messages. We also discuss how availability could be increased.

1 Introduction
Historic examples demonstrate that disasters had a strong influence on the
development of nations [3]. Sometimes, the consequences were so enormous that the
effected cultures vanished from the world’s stage [26].
People usually have problems to recognize leading signs of natural disasters and
the possible magnitude of damages. One example is the eruption of Mount Thera and
the disappearance of the Minoan culture [17] [7]. Another tragic example is the 2004
Tsunami [34].
Disasters can be caused by natural reasons or can be driven by humans. In the
majority of cases, the latter ones do not have any leading signs, like for example the
Chernobyl explosion [35] or the September 11th attacks [33]. Therefore, promptly
notification and evacuation of the people who are endangered by the disaster is
especially desirable in order to save as much lives as possible.
Mobile communication infrastructures offer standardized wireless communication
services in almost all countries [19] and allow a fast diffusion of information. This
existing and deployed infrastructure could be used for emergency service applications
using location-based services (LBS). Currently, these emergency services are
discussed and standardized by organizations and bodies like the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) with the aim of preparing a
framework for worldwide interoperable emergency services [15] [13] [12] [14]. In
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addition, the European Commission is strongly interested in this topic and encourages
research and standardization of electronic communication networks [9] [25]. Thereby,
the European approach focuses on what can be delivered instead of defining services
and service levels without having the available technology like the E911 project [5].
Along with these new opportunities of fine-grained disaster management, new
possibilities of abuse also do emerge. For example, it is possible to send fake disaster
warnings via the Short Message Service (SMS) [27]. Therefore, it is necessary to
analyze the security requirements of such DMSs and to meet these requirements when
designing a future system. Naturally, privacy concerns have to be discussed in the
setting of mobile network based DMS. However, this is out of scope of this paper as
privacy issues have already been discussed in [18].
In section 2 of this paper, we present a DMS based on mobile communications
infrastructure similar to [30] [18]. We then analyze the security requirements of such
a system in section 3, propose some refinements in order to address the requirements
in section 4 and then conclude our findings.

2 Disaster Management System
DMS are complex systems and should be designed in an integrated approach from
detecting events up to eliminating possible threats to people and infrastructures [16].
In particular, DMSs should enable disaster forces to manage disaster events,
including detection and analysis of incidents. Persons in charge should be supported
to prepare evacuations, control and support disaster forces and to locate victims. An
example of requirements with local characteristics of a DMS in Indonesia can be
found in [2].
2.1 General Requirements
Yuan and Detlor [36] have undertaken a possible categorization of requirements.
Based on this study, Scherner and Fritsch [30] augmented this categorization by
extending it to popular and promising technologies that are currently in use or being
discussed, and analyzing their strengths and weaknesses. Their analysis shows that
mobile communication infrastructures are superior to other technologies. Some of
these advantages are:
•
•
•
•
•

Identification and locating experts
Custom tailored messages to different parties and locations
Dynamical notification updates while individuals are passing over to another
danger zone
Measuring of movements of the holders of mobile phones
Providing back channels to victims[30]

However, to use this technology, the market penetration of mobile devices and the
network coverage have to be sufficient. Both factors are crucial for success of a
mobile network-based DMS. Currently, worldwide over 1.5 Billion GSM-subscribers
are registered [1]. The market penetration of mobile devices differs in Western
Europe between 97,1% in Sweden and 68,8% in France (population / mobile
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subscribers1) [6]. Naturally, it is impossible to make general statements about the
network coverage in Europe. Multiple factors have influenced the development of
mobile networks in different countries. Examples are the amount of fixed lines before
the emergence of mobile networks, the population density, and economic drivers that
speed up different communication technologies.
Nevertheless, even sparsely populated countries have invested in mobile networks,
instead of providing fixed-lines in remote areas. One example is the GSM-network
coverage of Sweden, which is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. GSM-network coverage of Sweden [18]

2.2 A DMS Based on GSM Networks
The participating parties in our scenario are mobile subscribers, disaster managers,
mobile operators, and a DMS. Mobile subscribers are able to register themselves
during the preparatory phase (before the occurrence of disasters) and can define and
approve observation rules. The observation rules are stored in a separated part of the
infrastructure and are executed if one of the parties is located within a defined disaster
area. In Addition, geographical areas can also be observed. An exemplary use case is
the observation of chemical warehouses by safety inspectors.
Furthermore, users are able to register themselves as specialists like medics, fire
fighters or other disaster forces. This self-declaration as a specialist has to be
confirmed by the employer or aid organization. Because instructions for specialist are
tailored for the individual recipient, these messages and the replies to disaster
managers have to be sent by point-to-point technologies like SMS or Multimedia
Message Service (MMS). On possible restrictions on applying point-to-point
technologies in emergency cases, see [22] and [8]. In contrast, warnings to civilians
will be send via Cell Broadcast Service (CBS). CBS belongs to the point-tomultipoint technologies and offers the following useful characteristics [23]:
•
•
1

CBS has very low setup costs for operators, users and disaster managers.
Activation of CBS can be provided by the operator via SIM Application Toolkit
(SIM AT).
A certain subscriber is counted multiple times if he has several mobile communication
accounts.
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CBS reduces the traffic as recipients in the disaster area receive the notification
just in time.
Privacy concerns about CBS do not exist.
Mobile networks can be secured against power outages.
Mobile phones offer the possibility of direct communication between rescue
forces and victims.

Disaster managers use a geographic information system (GIS)-supported platform to
manage disaster activities, like warnings, locating and routing of victims, and
controlling the disaster forces as described in [18] and similar in [37]. If a disaster
event occurs, the disaster manager sends out warnings to the effected areas by cell
broadcast to ensure in-time warnings of potential victims. Afterwards, he is able to
locate the victims and pre-registered specialists through the DMS. This information is
required for controlled evacuations of disaster areas. Thereby, the timing of warnings
in different areas can be used to prevent overcrowded escape routes. The accuracy of
the detected positions may differ from cell to cell due to locating methods and cell
dimensions [37]. This has to be considered while planning and executing evacuations.
An overview of the proposed infrastructure can be found in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Disaster management solution overview

Mobile operators provide the communication infrastructure, send out warnings and
deliver location information based on cell IDs.
The DMS is the core component of our proposed infrastructure and consists of a
middleware solution between mobile operator and disaster manager. It is separated
into three independent architectural elements, called Matcher, Identity Management
Control (IDM), and Process Control. The Matcher locates civilians within the disaster
area. It matches the disaster area with observation rules of the users and protects
persistent store of individual observation rules. It matches profiles of threatened
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person with their registered contact person. The Identity Management System controls
the information exchange between the disaster management, the mobile operator and
the civilians. Information exchange between disaster manager and mobile operator is
done by using different user pseudonyms to avoid linkability for unauthorized
observations. Borking [4] described this kind of identity protector first. The Process
Control administers the DMS, represents an interface to the disaster manager and is
responsible for temporary storage of disaster data (observation rules and localization
information).
Advantages of this system are the ability to monitoring victims, pseudonymous
identification of certain mobile subscribers, and operational control of individuals.

3 Security Requirements of the Notification Infrastructure
The proposed infrastructure also has to be protected in regard to the four traditional
security targets availability, integrity, accountability and confidentiality [28].
Therefore, we develop a set of application and security requirements in this section
that has to be fulfilled by the DMS.
3.1 Notification of Mobile Subscribers
In order to leave as much time as possible for evacuation, the notification of civilians
has to be as little time consuming as possible. Therefore, we formulate an application
requirement.
Requirement I:

The notification process has to be as little time consuming as
possible.

Since mobile subscribers use a great variety of different mobile devices, the service
should be as compatible as possible to most devices. Therefore, we formulate another
requirement.
Requirement II:

The notification service should be useable with (almost) any
mobile phone on the market.

Because of the short time span in which the mobile subscriber has to react to the
notification it is not possible to crosscheck the received information. Therefore, the
notification service must provide a way to ensure the integrity and authenticity of the
notifications. Otherwise, a potential attacker could alter notification messages or
create false notification messages that could lead to a disaster by itself. Terrorists for
example could use the DMS to create a mass panic.
Requirement III:

The notification service has to ensure that the user can
determine that the notification is from an authorized disaster
management authority and that the integrity of the notification
message has not been violated.
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It is also important that the notification does not get lost or delayed (availability is the
corresponding property). Consequently, we formulate a third requirement, which
should be fulfilled by the notification service. Obviously, the notification service on
its own cannot guarantee fulfillment of any of these requirements (e.g. when
communications are interrupted or tampered within parts of the network outside of its
control), but it is important that the user knows about the state of the message he
receives.
Requirement IV::

The notification system has to ensure that messages reach
subscribers in time.

3.2 Notification of Specialists
Since specialists are a special form of mobile subscribers all requirements stated
above also apply for them. Furthermore, some additional requirements have to be
determined for specialists. If the DMS is notifying specialists, there might be reasons
that some of this information should not be publicly available. Therefore, the
notification service should, in addition to the requirements stated above, provide
means to ensure that confidentiality of the notification is preserved. Therefore, we
formulate another requirement.
Requirement V:

When notifying specialists, the notification messages should be
confidential.

Furthermore, the specialist should be capable to interact with the disaster manager, in
order to provide updates of the local situation and for instance, his availability to ease
up resource scheduling. Therefore, the specialist will send messages back to the
disaster manager. However, the disaster manager has to be able to verify the
authenticity and integrity of these messages. Otherwise, a potential attacker could
change messages or create false ones in order to hamper rescue efforts. In addition,
these messages should also be confidential. Therefore, we present two more
requirements.
Requirement VI:

Specialists have to be able to send confidential messages to the
disaster manager.

Requirement VII:

Disaster managers have to be able to check the authenticity
and integrity of incoming messages.

4 Further Refinement of Proposed Infrastructure
The changes to the infrastructure we are going to propose are based on the assumption
that the mobile subscribers are using SIM cards that are capable of creating and
verifying electronic signatures. The technology for such SIM cards exists but has not
gained much market penetration so far. The WiTness project [10] sponsored by the
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European Union has developed such a SIM card that is capable of creating RSA
signatures [29] and also provides 3DES encryption. Using such a SIM card, the
mobile subscriber can obtain a copy of the public key of the notification service
provider. Furthermore, specialist can register their public keys in the DMS. Having
defined the necessary premises, we can now propose the following infrastructure that
is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Notification system infrastructure (proposed)

Our goal is to achieve as many of the application and security requirements defined
in section 3 as possible. Therefore, we propose an implementation using the SIM AT,
which also ensures compatibility to almost all mobile phones.
When a disaster occurs, the disaster manager initiates a notification and sends it to
the SIM AT application running on the mobile device of the addressee [11] by SMS
in case of specialists or CBS for normal subscribers. The notification is electronically
signed with the private key of the notification service provider. After receiving the
signed push notification, the application can check the integrity and authenticity of the
notification by verifying the signature. If the signature is valid, the mobile subscriber
can now follow the given instructions. Since they have registered their public keys,
specialists are also able to send electronically signed messages back to the disaster
manager, who can check the authenticity and integrity of these messages. Encryption
of these messages could be provided by using 3DES encryption.
Since the notification is electronically signed and its authenticity and integrity is
automatically checked, it does require as little time of the mobile subscriber as
possible. Therefore, we can state that Requirement I has been met. Because most
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current mobile phones support SIM AT, we can also conclude that Requirement II has
been fulfilled. By checking the validity of the electronically signed notification
message the SIM AT application is able to check the authenticity (only the service
provider can make a valid signature) and the integrity of the notification message
automatically. Therefore, we conclude that Requirement III has been fulfilled.
Our solution has several shortcomings regarding the availability of the notification
service. The used SMS service does not provide acknowledgements for delivered
messages and is dependent on the availability of the infrastructure of the mobile
operator. If the mobile subscribers phone is unreachable or even switched off, a
notification in time is impossible. Furthermore, SMS depends on unused capacity in
the signaling channels and has consequently low priority within the channel
utilization [31]. However, additional steps could be undertaken to improve the
probability that the mobile subscriber receives the needed information in time. For
example, different channels could be used, like sending the notification via CBS,
SMS as well as e-mail. Furthermore, the availability of any service during disasters is
dependent on the robustness of the underlying infrastructure [24]. Many disasters
have had direct impact on communication infrastructures within disaster areas. In
centralized communication infrastructures, disasters also have effects on the nondirectly effected parts of the infrastructure if nodes are in the disaster area. One
example is the failure of communication infrastructures during and after the hurricane
“Katrina” in 2005 [20]. Network providers anticipated the probability of such an
event in this area and protected their underlying communication infrastructure against
outer influencing factors like heat, humidity, dust, and mud.
Additionally, mobile networks have been abused by terrorists, e.g. for setting off
bombs like in Madrid in 2004 [20]. To prevent further explosions, officials claim the
need to be able to shut down mobile networks in an emergency case. Schneier [32]
argues that this would not significantly reduce the risk of further detonations. Terrorists
might anticipate this behavior and might use alternative ways, like kitchen timers, for
setting off bombs. He also concludes that victims benefit far more from
telecommunication infrastructures than attackers do. Summarizing, we conclude that
Requirement IV cannot completely be fulfilled. When communicating with specialists,
confidentiality can be provided by ciphering the data using Wireless Transport Layer
Security (WTLS), Secure Socket Layer (SSL). Therefore, Requirements V and VI have
been fulfilled. By signing the messages to the disaster manager, the specialist ensures
their integrity and authenticity. Therefore, we can state that Requirement VII has been
met. The proposed solution has almost fulfilled the requirements that we defined in the
previous section, except Requirement IV (Availability).

5 Conclusion
With this contribution, we proposed a DMS based on mobile communication
infrastructures. In order to use such a system in the real world, security requirements
such as availability, accountability, integrity and confidentiality have to be ensured by
the DMS. Therefore, we derived security requirements for notifying civilians and
specialists. Based on these requirements we proposed further refinements of the
infrastructure, that address these issues. These refinements are based on SIM cards
that are capable to create and verify electronic signatures. Such SIM cards are not
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widely deployed, but the technology exists. How to achieve a broad diffusion of such
SIM cards is outside the scope of this paper.
However, not all requirements could reliably be achieved by using one single
communication infrastructure but disaster management would clearly benefit from
communication infrastructures that are more sophisticated.
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